Intro to Textile Collage
Workshop with Susan Rienzo - Supply List

Supplies Needed: * (Available in Joanne’s, look for coupons)

- Project Size: Your choice up to 20”
- * (Available in Joanne’s, look for coupons)
- 1 yd SF101 Pellon fusible interfacing (available in Joanne’s. (look for coupons)
- * 1/2yd. Steam-a-Seam II-Lite (fusible on both sides. Also comes in packages.
- * Selection of 100% cotton quilting fabrics. Select a variety of fabrics you love and include light, medium and darks tones, favorite colors, and a range to choose from. Beginners should start with a limited palette of 3-4 colors. I also use conversation fabrics for added fun, but that is my stylistic choice and of course optional. Consider also stripes, spots, dots, circles, geometric/graphic for added pizzaz and any fabric scraps if you have. If you have a selection to share, please do. ArtCenter and teacher will provide some as well.
- * Fabric scissors
- * Pins
- * Optional: glue stick or Aleene’s tacky glue